
Here's a worksheet for you to exercise 15 essential English idioms. These

are some of the most commonly used idioms and they'll be great

instruments for your toolkit of English expressions. Once your done, check

your answers to see how well you've done. Break a leg!
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Idiom

(the) ball is in your court

Beat around the bush 

(to) bite the bullet

Break a leg

Cool as a cucumber

Every cloud has a silver lining

Hit the sack

It takes two to tango

Miss the boat

On the ball

Over the moon

Piece of cake

Pull someone's leg

Under the weather

Through thick and thin

Definition

a) Extremely happy and excited

b) To be loyal no matter what

c) both people involved are equally responsible 

d) To feel sick or unwell

e) To trick or tease someone

f) Easy to do

g) It's your responsibility; it's up to you

h) To wish someone luck

i) To go to bed

j) To force yourself to do something unpleasant

k) Calm and laid back

l) Every difficult situation has an advantage

m) Quick to react and alert

n) Too slow to take advantage of an 

o) opportunity To avoid saying what you mean
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Do you have these idioms in your own language? 

If so, then do they translate directly or are they a little bit different? 

Write them down in the box below. If you don't have an equivalent in

your language, then get creative and make one up! 
 

(the) ball is in your court  -

Beat around the bush  -

(to) bite the bullet  -

Break a leg  -

Cool as a cucumber  -

Every cloud has a silver lining  -

Hit the sack  -

It takes two to tango  -

Miss the boat  -

On the ball  -

Over the moon  -

Piece of cake  -

Pull someone's leg  -

Under the weather  -

Through thick and thin  -

Idioms
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Dialogue - fill in the gaps using the 15 idioms from above.

 

Daniella, a young and promising actor, has been to an audition for the part of

Juliet in a major London production of Romeo and Juliet. She returns home to

the flat where she lives with her boyfriend, Nick, another actor.

 

N  Hi, how’d it go?

D  You first. When I left this morning you were                                               .

How’d you feel now?

N  I’m fine. No problem. I’m ready for anything. I’m sharp. I’m                        .

D  Wow, that didn't last long. You're fighting fit again.

N  Ha ha yes. So come on. Tell me everything. How’d it go?

D  How’d what go?

N  The audition, of course, you clown.

D  It was a 

N  Really? But Jimmy’s hard work. He doesn’t                                                  

He’s direct. He’s a tough director.

D  Well, it                                                      . And I’m as tough as he is. I was

relaxed. I was calm. I was as                                                     .

N  You mean you acted like a vegetable?

D  Ha ha no! You know what he said to me at the end of the audition?

N  Funnily enough, I don’t.

D  I couldn’t believe it. He said ‘Daniella,                                                      ‘.

N  Meaning?

D  If I wanted to be Juliet, I could be Juliet. The part is mine.

N  Seriously? You’ve got to be                                                      .
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D  I am. Floating. He wanted to cast me. It’s as simple as that. Remember,

we thought I’d                                               when I couldn’t make the first audition.

N  You realise this success is entirely down to me.

D  Hmm, I'm not sure about that... Why?

N  What did I say to you as you left? Last thing. Remember?

D       

N  Exactly. And did it work? Absolutely.

D  Thank you very much.

N  Don’t mention it.

D  There is a downside. I’m going to have to talk to the press, maybe radio, maybe

TV. I hate that.

N  You’re just going to have to                                                    . That part of the

job might not be so nice, but remember,              

D  Which is?

N  I’ll be there with you there,                                                          .

D  Oh, yes, that. How exciting. All of this excitement has taken it out of me. I think

I’m going to have to 

Partner Exercise - Once you've filled in the gaps, take the dialogue

through with a partner. After one run through, swap parts and try it

again. It's important to practice speaking out load and focusing on

your pronunciation so repeat this as many times as possible. 
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D  I’m serious. I’m going to be playing the lead role, Juliet.

N  That's amazing. You must be 
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Writing Exercise - Now it's time for you to use these idioms for yourself. Write

your own text using all of the idioms that we've learnt. It can be a dialogue

like above, a fictional story or something autobiographical - it's up to you!

on the ball - it takes two to tango - beat around the bush - to bite the bullet -

under the weather - break a leg - pull someone's leg - hit the sack - miss the boat

- piece of cake - over the moon - cool as a cucumber - through thick and thin -

the ball is in your court - every cloud has a silver lining
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